REFLECTIZ ‘refControl’ Introduction
The business requirements of the digital area caused many businesses to invest in
their internet platforms, as a crucial source for increasing revenue. The hard
competition requires high–performance end-user experiences, fast response time
and many measurements to evaluate users’ behaviors and revenue stream. All
these have made huge broadcasting companies like CNN and BBC, advertisement
companies like Yahoo, AOL, and top commerce companies like eBay, Amazon be
regarded first in their categories, because they understand the formula, optimizing
equal higher revenue.
Websites these days are made up of complex,
dynamic structures. Built majorly from their internal
development team; their third-party technologies
and open–source common used code. The only
person who has visibility for the result is the enduser, whereas the website owners and third-party
agents lack the clarity and control over the entire
process of the site. This transparency and monitoring
are what REFLECTIZ is all about.

REFLECTIZ’s refControl is the first multidisciplinary big-data web
platform that exposes you to the relationship between your users and
your site while providing you the metrics you need to operate at your
optimum in real time and scale, helping you manage your assets.

Our metrics include data, not only from your site but gathered from
top sites around the globe giving you the capacity to analyze and rank
yourself according to your competition.

REFLECTIZ returns the control back to you.

refControl Solution
refControl solution works in the background of your site
seamlessly without any installation needed, collecting
information, actions, and behavior generated by your site
while actively monitoring the whole process. The scans
carried on using a well–defined profile, just like any other
user on your sites to enable relevant behavioral site data.
refControl do its checks in the background without
affecting your site. It flawlessly does its work without you
even knowing, collating samples and analyzing same.
Afterward, refControl is providing advanced metrics and interactive management
dashboards for the site owner. Allowing almost real–time monitoring of changes and
improve the income generated by your site over time. Our platform acts as a big-data
inventory medium collecting data from many data sources, internal and external to provide
you with the one-stop platform to get all the data required for you to improve your site.

refControl Modules
refControl include support for multiple modules including extensive performance metrics;
erroring; advertising; security; privacy; object-visibility and more.
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The information generated from our big–data algorithms can be used to test–run models
and carry out analysis. You will also get a significant amount of data from which you can
manage controls over third-party providers and site owners.

refControl Solution
We have an enormous big data of numerous sites from all over the world. This
has given us the ability to help improve performance on your site by comparing
the data on your site to others from the other sites and avoiding their pitfalls on
your sites. For the first time, you will be able to answer the question, how is this
better than you, and why.

refControl - Standing Out Above the Rest
While there are different products in the market offering data and tools to improve
your internet assets, refControl stands out as the only product that provides a onestop data-driven platform which can adapt to your needs and metrics. Sites differ from
each other, and so are their needs different from each other.
refControl’s advantage over other programs is the encompassing nature of its ability
to provide scalable solutions across the board of every site no matter the specific
need of the site. Traditional programs and add-ons will give you the minimum access
and visibly to your different technologies, mostly only the common ones.

refControl gives you the deep dive analysis of the behavior of the technology, the
in–depth analysis on issues and how to influence your site's performance be at its
optimum best.

How Do We Start?
refControl is a fully seamless solution
meaning there is no installation
requirement or changes need on your
site, all you need is your login credentials,
and you can start leveraging your internet
assets and earn more money.

REFLECTIZ is an Israeli based company with many years of experience combined with
advanced ethical hacking skills and an in–depth knowledge of the internal workings of
the website structure, has been able to be developed technologically and proofed
themselves master of website solutions.

REFLECTIZ can contribute positively to many departments of the business –
whether its the technology team, the R&D, sales & marketing departments,
an increased output efficiency.

REFLECTIZ’s vision is to help our customers to improve their revenue by
staying in control of their assets and technologist at the light speeding
changing digital area. This and much more are what REFLECTIZ is offering
you. Don’t delay, join the bandwagon today.

Contact us now for more details and evaluation
info@reflectiz.com |

www.reflectiz.com |

+972-79-5590269

